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DATABASES, LAB 5 : CREATING OUR DATABASE

If we want to see how we declared the tables and the views, refers to the ... like to use it, by example to Update an Employee, instead of doing it on each table. 
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DATABASES, LAB 5 : CREATING OUR DATABASE PHILIPPE GIABBANELLI & ALEXIS BERARD -- For a brief description of the business, we remind that the goal is to provide illegal services -- we have murders, rapts, and so on, done by agents and ordered into Cell (kind of shops) -- If we want to see how we declared the tables and the views, refers to the previous bundle of pages. -- Here, we focus on rules and triggers. -- We provided a view EmployeeInfos which list everything concerning our employee. -- We would like to use it, by example to Update an Employee, instead of doing it on each table. -- Therefore we update all the tables where the information of the employee is found. CREATE RULE updatePeople AS ON UPDATE TO EmployeeInfos DO INSTEAD (UPDATE Agents set name = NEW.name, code = NEW.code, birthdate = NEW.birthdate, nationality = NEW.nationality where OLD.name = name; UPDATE Employee set code = NEW.code, transac_ide = NEW.transac_ide where code = OLD.code; UPDATE Hires set emp_code = NEW.code where emp_code = OLD.code; UPDATE Specialization set emp_code = NEW.code, serv_desc = NEW.serv_desc where emp_code = OLD.code; UPDATE Belongs set emp_code = NEW.code where emp_code = OLD.code;);
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Lab 5, Setting up our own database



-- We want to manage order. A customer want a special offered by a Cell. -- By example, he wants a murder done by the New York’s Cell. -- We first have to find if an agent is available in the Cell to do the task. -- If not, we raise a warning. Else we raise a notice, and we set the agents to the task. -- When the agent is assigned to a task, he is busy, se we won’t find him again in the Available view. create or replace function Dispo() returns trigger AS ' declare howmany int; thiscode text; begin select into howmany count from NumAvailable where NumAvailable.brain = new.cell_brain and NumAvailable.description = new.serv_desc; if howmany < 1 then raise warning 'No % available, no deal', new.serv_desc; return null; end if; select into thiscode Agents.code FROM Agents, Available WHERE Available.brain = new.cell_brain AND Available.serv_desc = new.serv_desc AND Available.name = Agents.name LIMIT 1; raise notice 'Our agent % will do the deal ',thiscode; UPDATE Employee set transac_ide = new.ide WHERE code = thiscode; return new; end; ' language plpgsql;



-- We launch a new deal and we observe that Nelly Khouzam (which does the deal) is no more available kamikaze2=> INSERT INTO Buy VALUES('LJ11091010','RBC','Dimitri',5,'Lin Jensen','LSSB280575','Rapt'); NOTICE: Our agent LSSB010152 will do the deal INSERT 62904 1 kamikaze2=> SELECT * FROM Buy; ide | bank | target | price | cust_name | cell_brain | serv_desc ------------+-----------------+--------------------+---------+------------+------------+---------------LJ11090101 | Bank of America | Titanic | 1500000 | Lin Jensen | NYMA030660 | Iceberg Attack xx | yyy | bishops university | 123400 | Lin Jensen | LSSB280575 | Atomic Attack LJ11091010 | RBC | Dimitri | 5 | Lin Jensen | LSSB280575 | Rapt (3 rows) kamikaze2=> SELECT * FROM Available; brain | code | serv_desc | name ------------+------------+---------------+-------------LSSB280575 | LSSB151184 | Rapt | Alexus LSSB280575 | LSSB151184 | Atomic Attack | Alexus NYMA030660 | NYMA010132 | Murder | Sean Connery (3 rows)
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